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Introduction.
In the last twenty years, a great number of experimental and theoretical works has been devoted to the study of resonance fluorescence, i.e., emission of photons by an atom irradiated by a resonant laser wave. First, it has been shown that the fluorescence spectrum has a triplet structure [1] [2] [3] (for a sufficiently intense excitation). Then, the temporal correlations between fluorescence photons have been analysed exhibiting an antibunching effect for single atom emission [4, 5] . These two types of experiments emphasize respectively the frequency or time features of photons. More recently, a mixed analysis has been performed by studying temporal correlations between fluorescence photons selected through frequency filters. This experiment has shown that the photons emitted in the two sidebands of the fluorescence triplet are strongly correlated, bunched and emitted in a given time order [6] (for a non saturating and non resonant excitation).
A powerful theoretical method initiated by Mollow [7] has been progressively developed for the investigation of resonance fluorescence. The crucial feature of this method is to relate fluorescence signals to some correlation functions of the emitting atomic dipole. The evolution of the dipole is described for example by optical Bloch equations (prediction of the triplet by Mollow [7] , of the antibunching by Cohen-Tannoudji [8] and Carmichael and Walls [9] ...) or by the dressed atom approach [10] which is in particular well adapted to the study of correlations between frequency selected photons [11] . Correlation functions are then evaluated through the quantum regression. theorem [12, 13] .
In this paper, we come back to the earlier treatment of resonance fluorescence based on the scattering theory [14, 15] . The « precollision » wave packet I gl; ) describes the atom in presence of incident laser photons. The « post collision » wave packet I 4/f &#x3E; is obtained by action of the S matrix calculated through formal collision theory :
Such a state contains all the information concerning the scattered field. We will expand it up to the second order in the laser atom interaction (perturbative treatment valid for a non saturating laser excitation. Note that it is possible to use this method for a non perturbative treatment [16] [17] [18] ). In other words, we will take into account one and two laser photon scattering processes. The correlation signals will then be calculated as average values in I t/J f &#x3E; of some field operators (quantum detection theory [19] ).
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The main purpose of this paper is to justify the qualitative interpretation given in [6] (spontaneous emission rate).
3. Diagrammatic expansion of the diffracted wave packet.
We have calculated the final state vector I t/Jf &#x3E; of the system using formal collision theory [20] . We don't detail these standard calculations [27] Remarks.
(i) These diagrams are known to produce also shifts of the atomic levels (Lamb shift) which are here included in the value of the resonance frequency coo. Note that the right value for the Lamb shift is obtained only if the two level and RWA approximations are dropped.
(ii) The term S1(AL) must be treated separately. Taking into account the reabsorption of virtual fluorescence photons seems now more complicated than for first order terms; more complex processes indeed appear (see Fig. 3 ). Actually diagrams where emission and reabsorption of virtual photons are separated by other vertices (Fig. 3a) The signal given by a correlation set up is the probability P(RA, CA, tA ; RB, EB, tB) dtA dtB for detecting a photon of polarization EA at point RA between time tA and tA + dtA and a photon of polarization EB at point RB between tB and tB + dtB. One shows [19] that :
where C is some multiplicative constant and Eg (R, t ), EA (R, t) (resp. Eg, Ep) the FA (resp. eB ) polarization To go further, one must now perform the angular integration of (5. 7) (summation over shells of modes A and A' of frequencies w and co,,,). As usually, retardation effects appear at this stage : the detection times tA and tB are replaced by the emission times :
More precisely, one gets :
where S2(WÂ' wÂ') contains the frequency dependence of S2(À., A') (see Eqs. 3. 6, 3. 7 and 3 . 2) :
The new constant C' is in particular proportional to (wî/«(wL -WO)2 + r2/4»)2.
A straightforward integration then gives :
with :
(0 is the Heaviside function). It is worth noting for the forthcoming discussion (sect. 7) that the three terms in (5.11) correspond respectively to the three tributions to s2 in (5.10). So the first one is related to the Rayleigh scattering while the two others are associated with the inelastic two photon scattering (see sects. 3 and 4).
The correlation signal can finally be written from (5.11):
This result is identical to the perturbative limit (w 1 (WL -wo) or r) of the well known expression obtained by the correlation function method [8, 9] . In particular, P(T) is zero four! = 0 which indicates an antibunching of the fluorescence photons. This means that the photons emitted in the two sidebands are strongly bunched, emitted in a given order (the (2 WL -úJo) one before the coo one) with an exponential decay law. These results are in complete agreement with the qualitative predictions deduced from the observation of figure 5b (see the discussion in [6] ).
As well, the absence of correlation between Rayleigh photons corresponds with the diagram of figure 5a.
One checks that there is no correlation between the central component and the sidebands (at the second order in the calculation of I t/J f &#x3E;; the diagram of figure 6 suggests that such correlations appear at the third order). 7 . Discussion.
When interested in photon correlation signals, one has to develop the post collision state I t/J f &#x3E; at least up to the second order (measurement of this signal involves destruction of two fluorescence photons). The corresponding diagrams (Fig. lc) present two resonances. The first one consists in the emission of two Rayleigh photons (Fig. 5a ). The second resonance is a non linear one : absorption of two laser photons and emission of a pair of fluorescence photons whose frequencies are distributed around 2 WL -Wo and Wo respectively (Fig. 5b) .
When studying time correlations between frequency filtered photons, one has to keep only the diagram corresponding to the detected photons. For RayleighRayleigh correlations, one keeps only diagram 5a, and finds P(T) = C' (formula 6.7). For correlations between the two sidebands of the triplet, the relevant diagram is that of figure 5b leading to P(T) = C' 0(i) x exp(-FT) (formula 6.8) .
When frequency filters are removed, all the diagrams contribute to the signal. The correlation function then contains three terms (see (5.12) ) ; the first one corresponds to Rayleigh-Rayleigh correlation, the second one to sidebands correlation, and the third one appears as an interference between the two previous terms, cancelling exactly P(T) for T = 0 (antibunching effect).
In conclusion of this paper, we will risk some remarks concerning non classical features that resonance fluorescence is known to reveal. The antibunching of unselected photons and the bunching of photons emitted in the two sidebands are such features [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . It has sometimes been argued that these quantum properties can be entirely attributed to the emitting atom and give no evidence for the quantum nature of the field [26] . However, in this paper, these properties are calculated by averaging some pure field operator in a pure field state (the « post collision » state I .pf &#x3E; can be factorized as a product of a field state and of the atomic state I g &#x3E;). In our opinion, such an approach strongly supports their interpretation as manifestations of the quantum nature of the electromagnetic field.
